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Ye Chen is so rebellious that there is great power behind him! 

 

The key is that he didn't expect to be this level of power! 

 

Before he reacts, Chen Tianli points out that a ray of light shines into Fang Zhenye's mind. 

 

At this moment, his head seemed to explode! 

 

It's so hard! 

 

This kind of pain is like trying to pull his memory away! 

 

"Let me go Please let me go, I'll say everything 

 

Fang Zhenye can only beg for mercy! 

 

But Chen tianlisi ignored, he wanted to do things, no one want to stop! 

 

What's more, he doesn't have much time. He can help Ye Chen more! 

 

At the moment, Chen Tianli's fingertips twinkle with a blue light, and then the finger moves, the light 

shines into Ye Chen's eyebrows! 

 

Ye Chen instantly felt a picture flashed in his mind! 



 

In the picture, there is a dying Lin Juelong! Also have to pace back and forth, firm and unyielding father 

ye Tianzheng! 

 

My father was locked in a stone chamber in jiangdaoshan! 

 

Fang Zhenye tried to extort confessions by torture several times, but all of them were broken by a 

strong force! 

 

On the contrary, Fang Zhenye was hurt a lot. 

 

Like, anyone who wants to kill his father will be blocked by a force mercilessly! 

 

The last picture about father is that Fang Zhenye brings several old people in black robes with strong 

breath. 

 

These old people all have a simple red gate tattooed on their necks! 

 

Blood League! 

 

"The power of Ye Tianzheng can't be solved with all my skills. I can only give it to the blood League to 

deal with it. According to some information I have investigated, the family behind this man is guarding a 

treasure and a secret for all ages." 

 

"In ancient times, there was a Ye family in Kunlun. I don't know if there is any relationship between the 

Ye family in Jiangcheng of China and the Ye family in Kunlun Xu, but judging from the strength of the 

people, they will never be ordinary people in China." 

 

"Although he has no accomplishments, he is full of doubts. He also asks the people of the blood League 

to find them by using their skills." 

 

These are the last words in Fang Zhenye's memory. 



 

Language down, the several blood League strongmen nodded, took his father. 

 

Obviously, this secret, Fang Zhenye found that he simply can not eat, can only let the blood League 

people to deal with. 

 

Lin Juelong was taken away by another person because of his injury. 

 

Life and death are unknown. 

 

Ye Chen's heart is a little lost, he still came a few steps late. 

 

If you set foot on jiangdaoshan a few days in advance, you may be able to find a way to save my father. 

 

He took a look at Fang Zhenye, who was convulsed all over the body. He snorted coldly and chopped off 

with a sword! 

 

Fang Zhenye's head was cut off on the spot! 

 

It's better to kill those who have no value! 

 

Chen Tianli took a look at Ye Chen and said faintly: "you don't have to be depressed. According to 

memory, your father has no danger." 

 

"If you find your father, you will find your father." 

 

"Kunlunxu, you can't escape. That's your real battlefield." 

 

"Even for me, you have to go." 

 



"The hope of our hundred people is to take the first step in Kunlun." 

 

Ye Chen suddenly responded, and her eyes shrank: "master, I heard a few of you have said that I carry 

your hope, and I am your turning man. What does this mean?" 

 

"Besides, since you are in the samsara cemetery, you should know my life experience." 

 

Chen Tianli shook his head: "even if I know something, I don't necessarily know how to say it. What's 

more, I really don't know about your life experience. " 

 

"Tiandaoshan, you can't come in vain. If you have the soul sword in your hand, it's time to take another 

thing." 

 

Ye Chen one Zheng, curiously way: "what thing?" 

 

Chen Tianli stares at a direction: "has someone mentioned a baby to you in the samsara cemetery? The 

soul breaks the sun 

 

"Zhenhun Poyang looks like two swords. You have the zhenhun sword in your hand. There is also a 

broken Yang Sword. These two swords seem to be powerful, but more importantly, there is a stone 

under the two swords, which is called zhenhun Poyang stone." 

 

"Once the samsara cemetery absorbs this stone, it's good for you and me." 

 

"Originally, I planned to take you to Xiangjiang to look for the stone after I came back from Kunlun. Now 

it seems that you have been introduced here." 

 

"You come with me!" 

 

Chen Tianli walked in one direction, his hands behind him, seemingly slow, but each step showed a trace 

of verve. 

 



Ye Chen naturally followed up, he could feel the extremely strong vibration of reincarnation cemetery! 

 

It's as if you're about to get out of the body. 

 

The soul sword in his hand is also overflowing with spirit. 

 

Bao Peimin and other Chinese guardians changed their faces slightly when they saw where they were 

going."They're going to the forbidden area of jiangdaoshan?" 

 

"Nonsense! Only the forbidden areas of jiangdaoshan can be interested in this kind of power. " 

 

"Well, it seems that jiangdaoshan will no longer exist. If those things are taken away, the array and aura 

of jiangdaoshan will disappear! This is obviously plunder An old man sighed. 

 

Wan Lao glanced at each other and said in a cold voice, "you are going to stop it. Who can stop it? As 

you can see, his killing us is just a matter between breath and breath. He can fly through the clouds and 

fly the immortal sword. This kind of existence, let alone take that thing, even if he takes the dragon vein 

of China, no one dares to say anything. " 

 

"What's more, this time, it's our Chinese guardian who owes Ye Chen, so we should compensate him. As 

for jiangdaoshan, it's OK." 

 

People can only accept that. 

 

…… 
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At the same time, China's capital, dark hall. 

 

Jiang Peirong has no idea how many days she has been here. There is no news about chen'er and 

Tianzheng. 

 

There was always a foreboding in her mind. 

 

They won't have an accident. 

 

Jiang Peirong breathed out her turbid breath. Over the past few days, she has made rapid progress and 

has reached the aerodynamic state! 

 

It can be said that Kunlun's talent can be put in vain. 

 

She opened the door of the training room and dialed Ye Chen's phone again. No one answered. 

 

"What can I do for you?" Ye Lingtian came over and respected him. 

 

In his eyes, Jiang Peirong must serve carefully. 

 

Otherwise, the temple master will definitely get angry. 

 

"Ye Lingtian, I want to ask where chen'er has gone? Before he left, he said he was going to pick up his 

father, but it can't be so long. Can you tell me the truth, has things changed? " 

 

Ye Lingtian quickly shook his head: "I really don't know where the temple master went. Maybe some 

things have been delayed. If you wait a few days, the temple master may come back." 

 

Jiang Peirong knew that she couldn't get any useful information from the other party, so she went 

outside: "I want to go out for a walk." 



 

"The master of the temple has told me that you can't go out until he comes back. I want to guarantee 

your safety..." 

 

Ye Lingtian's voice even with a trace of bitter pleading! 

 

Jiang Peirong showed her eyebrows and frowned: "if you don't worry, just follow me. I've been here for 

too long. I need to go outside to blow the wind." 

 

Ye Lingtian wants to say what, but the words to the mouth or hard swallow down. 

 

Jiang Peirong went directly out of the dark hall and dialed Jiang Jianfeng's phone. 

 

"Old place, meet, I have something to ask you." 

 

In Jiang Peirong's eyes, only Jiang Jianfeng can give him accurate information at present. 

 

Half an hour later, a teahouse. 

 

Jiang Peirong met Jiang Jianfeng. 

 

Even without tea, Jiang Peirong said directly, "second brother, you can tell me where chener and 

Tianzheng are going." 

 

Jiang Jianfeng took a look at Jiang Peirong and his eyes shrunk slightly: "Peirong, are you so angry? It's so 

fast, how many days it's been 

 

Although he knew that Jiang Peirong had a strong cultivation talent since she was a child, he never 

imagined that Jiang Peirong missed the best training time and was still so terrible! 

 



Is this family a monster? 

 

Why didn't this kind of God defying talent pass on to oneself? 

 

"It doesn't matter. I just want to know my husband and children." 

 

Jiang Jianfeng calmed down, thought for a few seconds, and then said, "Peirong, as far as I know, ye 

Chen went to Xiangjiang. Fang Zhenye, the guardian of Xiangjiang, took his brother-in-law with him. Ye 

Chen should take revenge." 

 

"It's just that this feud is more dangerous than auspicious. I have sent people to keep an eye on the 

situation on the other side of Xiangjiang River. According to the principle, the result should be given 

today, but there is no reply from there 

 

Jiang Peirong heard the guardian of China, her eyes suddenly shrink to the extreme! 

 

But now, in order to save Huaxia, what is the guardian of Yiye? 

 

This is crazy! 

 

She finally understood why Ye Chen didn't tell her the truth, because he would not agree with him! 

 

"You arrange a plane for me to go to Xiangjiang, immediately! Now 

 

Jiang Jianfeng did not intend to start, but said: "Peirong, I hope you are sober. Ye Chen is looking for 

death. If you go there, it will only add to the chaos. The guardian of China is the existence of the peak of 

Chinese martial arts. Who dares to provoke, who dares to touch?" 

 

"It's very important that you and I don't agree with Jiang Guang." 

 

Jiang Peirong's eyes congealed and said, "what's the matter?" 



 

Jiang Jianfeng took a careful look around. Seeing that there was no one nearby, he said in a low voice: "I 

just received the news that the eldest brother is coming back. Not only that, but also the annual clan 

selection is about to start. With your accomplishments and talents, you will definitely be selected. After 

that, you will be able to protect Ye Chen and your husband Ye Tian Yes 

 

Jiang Peirong has no interest in the selection of any sect! 

 

But the big brother came back, eyes full of excitement! 

 

Big brother used to be the most painful her existence, don't know how many years, now finally back! 

 

Can she not be excited? 

 

It's said that the strong men from Kunlun are extremely terrifying! 

 

But when she thought of her child and her husband, she shook her head again: "I'm not Jiang family 

anymore. Now everything has nothing to do with me, only chen'er and Tianzheng." 

 

When Jiang Jianfeng heard this, he quickly took out a letter and handed it to Jiang Peirong: "Peirong, this 

is the old man's letter of apology. In fact, the old man has realized his mistake. These nights, he has been 

immersed in regret and remorse!""Maybe it's too late to change now, even if you have some feeling of 

being a wall in your eyes, but I can feel the old man's repentance. He said, in any case, you, ye 

Tianzheng, or Ye Chen, can step into the Jiang family at any time!" 

 

"If someone dares to move you, the Jiang family will come forward without hesitation. This is his 

attitude." 

 

Jiang Peirong's eyes are moving. After all, blood is thicker than water. What's more, what is flowing on 

her is the blood of Jiang family. 

 

Of course, all this benefits from ye Chen. Without Ye Chen, the old man could not have changed so 

much. 



 

"Forget it, I've discussed it with chen'er." 

 

Jiang Peirong pushed the letter back. 

 

Jiang Jianfeng Mou son shrinks, just want to say what, a burly middle-aged man walked in! 

 

The middle-aged man's body flows extremely strong breath, the strength is outstanding! 

 

"Pei Rong! Blade 

 

Hearing this sound, Jiang Peirong and Jiang Jianfeng fiercely look at the burly man! 

 

The next second, they were stunned! 

 

Step into the river of Kunlun Xu and come back! 

 

"Big brother!" 

 

They both spoke in the same voice, and stood up. 

 

Eyes have surprise, more startled! 

 

Who would have expected to meet in such a teahouse! 
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Jiangjianfeng gave a bear hug to one other! 



 

Jiang asked Heaven and smiled with a bright smile: "you don't have to stand, sit, this teahouse has been 

open for decades. I just want to see if I'm still here, but I didn't expect you to be here! It was a surprise. " 

 

"By the way, how is my father's health? I haven't been to Jiangjia in my hurry this time." Jiang asked 

Heaven to be a wonderful way. 

 

"Elder brother, please rest assured that there is no problem with his father's body, or I will take you back 

to the river home now!" 

 

Jiang asked Heaven to put his hand at hand, and then his eyes fell on jiangjianfeng: "Jianfeng, you are 

very good, cultivation has grown to this point." 

 

Then he looked at jiangpeirong, and his eyes suddenly shrunk: "eh, Peirong, you actually stepped into 

the way of cultivation? Aerodynamic environment? With your talent, the air movement is a little slow. It 

seems that you missed the best training time. It is estimated that you will be practicing for about a year, 

which can be understood. " 

 

Jiangjianfeng almost spewed out an old blood, weak and weak way: "elder brother, as far as I know, the 

cultivation time of Peirong has not arrived for half a month..." 

 

"What!" 

 

The expression of the calm river asking for heaven seems to solidify, just like ghosts! 

 

If more than ten days into the air, then in Kunlun virtual also counted evil! 

 

The key to my sister talent is really against the sky! 

 

What jiangjianfeng thought, light way: "elder brother, this is not the most surprised, the real terror is 

Peirong's child..." 

 



Jiang asked sky with a frown: "Peirong's child? If I don't remember it correctly, I should have tested it for 

van root. " 

 

No one of the roots can achieve any achievement in the course of cultivation! 

 

It's the truth of the iron! 

 

Jiangpeirong did not speak, but jiangjianfeng couldn't help it. He said in a very proud voice: "brother, 

this man of all roots has turned the world of Chinese martial arts and Taoism to earth! It is the man of all 

roots, who is the first to win the Chinese! It is this man of all roots who killed Lin family and killed the 

guardian of Huaxia at will! " 

 

As soon as this word came out, Jiang asked Heaven to be stunned! 

 

A blank brain? 

 

Lin family he knows! He knows the Warsaw Guardian! Easy to kill? A root? 

 

What a joke. 

 

Jiang Jianfeng knew that elder brother did not believe it, and he said all the things that happened in this 

period of time! 

 

Jiang asked the sky more surprised! If he didn't know his brother, others would have thought of him as a 

madman! 

 

Half an hour later, Jiang asked the sky to fall into silence, then looked at jiangpeirong, excited: "OK! 

Good! Good! You have a good son, pelong. I have some interest in this nephew. This time, my sect came 

to China to choose talents, ye Chen and Pirong. You are absolutely qualified to enter Kunlun virtual 

 

"Once you enter Kunlun virtual, your strength will rise and rise!" 

 



"Elder brother, I am not interested in cultivation, I just want to be happy with chen'er and Tianzheng 

family," Jiang Peirong declined 

 

At this time, jiangjianfeng's mobile phone rang, he saw a call display, excited: "there is news over 

Xiangjiang." 

 

Then he took the phone, but when he heard the news from the phone, jiangjianfeng changed his 

expression. 

 

It's ugly, and even a deep shock. 

 

Finally, the phone fell on the ground. 

 

"What's wrong with Xiangjiang?" Jiangpeirong's heart seems to be hanging. 

 

"The Chinese guardian has gone wrong, and ten Chinese guardians die! Ye Chen It seems to win. " 

 

"What was that day?" 

 

"Ye Tianzheng is missing, but it seems that ye Tianzheng is stepping on the Xiangjiang plane to Kunlun, 

and the authenticity is uncertain..." 

 

Jiangpeirong's expression changed like a roller coaster. Then, what did she think of, asked Jiang Tiandao, 

"elder brother, please, Peirong asks you something. You have a strong means to find out the news of 

Tianzheng." 

 

Jiang asked the sky to see Jiang Peirong, and finally nodded: "my brother-in-law should have gone to 

Kunlun Mountain, and it is probably Kunlun Xu. I just know a goalkeeper of Kunlun Xu. I will help you to 

inquire about it." 

 

Five minutes later, Jiang asked the sky's mobile phone to ring, and a picture came from it. 

 



It is yetianzheng and several blood alliance strong people stepping into Kunlun virtual picture. 

 

"It seems that things are a little tricky. The blood alliance takes Ye Tianzheng, but why does the blood 

alliance take a common man with no power to hold the chicken? Strange. " 

 

Hearing this, Jiang Peirong's eyes flickered with a glimmer of anger and firmness! 

 

She knows the blood union! 

 

Ghost prison is involved in blood alliance! Even the Lin family behind also has the shadow of blood 

alliance! 

 

Now it is the guardian of China! 

 

It seems that the blood alliance is really Haunted! 

 

Even if ye family has any secret, it is unnecessary to transport his husband as a cargo! 

 

Jiangpeirong even appeared a very strong killing machine. Suddenly, she looked up and stared at Jiang 

and asked the sky: "elder brother, take me to meet the zongmen behind you. I want to go to Kunlun 

virtual!"…… 

 

Xiangjiang, jiangdaoshan. 

 

Ye Chen and Chen Tianli come to a remote place in jiangdaoshan. 

 

Ye Chen can feel that this is the whole jiangdao mountain array eye! 

 

His blood is boiling! 

 



Not only that, but also zhenhun sword broke away from his palm and was suspended in the air. 

 

"Disciple, one thing you may not know is that your talent and spiritual roots are different from those of 

ordinary people. In China and even Kunlun virtual detection, the results will be the same, that is, 

ordinary roots or waste roots, but in fact, it is the opposite. Your talent is extremely rare to some 

extent!" 

 

"What's more, the weirdest thing is that it seems that something is sealed in your body, which should be 

done by some means of breaking through the law of heaven when you are very young." 

 

"I have a guess in my mind, but it's not convenient to say it at the moment." 

 

Words fall, Chen Tianli fingers pinch, an extremely strong breath from his body burst out! 

 

The power of terror hovered around him! 

 

"Go 

 

With a roar, the whole jiangdaoshan seemed to shake up! 

 

Then an ancient god gate rose! 

 

At Shenmen, zhenhun sword seems to be guided by some kind of guidance and flies in directly! 
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At the same time, ye Chen also felt a terrible suction, crazy pull! 

 

He stepped into the gate of God and disappeared. 



 

Chen Tianli's eyes narrowed slightly and murmured: "apprentice, success or failure depends on this one 

stroke. This place is unavoidable in fate 

 

"The speed of your breakthrough is already against the sky for ordinary people, but it is far from enough. 

Only by making you strong can you be qualified to touch the secret of the deep circle of samsara 

cemetery. Don't blame me for being a teacher." 

 

With that, Chen Tianli stepped in. 

 

After ye Chen stepped into the gate of the array, he thought he would walk on the ground, but he was 

shocked to find that he seemed to fall into a deep pool! 

 

A cold feeling came! 

 

"What is this place?" 

 

The whole body is covered with water! 

 

At the same time, the line of sight looks in all directions. 

 

This is a lake of about 100 meters. Strangely, the lake seems to be under the river and mountain! 

 

There is no river around jiangdaoshan, let alone in such a high position! 

 

The current is still moving, the direction of the flow is actually counter current! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The zhenhun sword sank directly into the lake and exploded instantly, arousing waves all over the sky. 



 

The whole lake seemed to shake and the waves rolled. 

 

Wow 

 

And in the midst of the huge waves, suddenly, a huge figure rushed out from the bottom of the water. 

 

It is tens of feet long and black in color, giving out a cold breath. 

 

This is an unimaginable Python! 

 

The key Python's body is filled with extremely terrible Aura! 

 

The cold eyes staring at Ye Chen, as if they were human eyes! 

 

"Sleeping trough! Has the cultivation become the essence 

 

Ye Chen is completely stunned! 

 

Boom! 

 

Black Python seems to be provoked, extremely angry, rushed out of the water, the huge body, directly 

toward Ye Chen smashed and went! 

 

Not only that, but there was a flame flowing around the python! 

 

Water flame? 

 

Whoosh 



 

Huge body dancing, rolling up the boundless wind, like the top of Mount Tai! 

 

Looking at the python sweeping and coming, ye Chen burst back and roared: "zhenhun sword, come to 

me!" 

 

"Whoosh!" With a sound, the zhenhun sword flew directly to Ye Chen's palm! 

 

Ye Chen is not hesitant, a sword to chop! 

 

Zhenhun sword with cold light, the whole underground lake seems to be illuminated, but this sword 

drained 30% of Ye Chen's true Qi! 

 

Wow 

 

Ye Chen's whole body momentum soars, the sword idea is towering, extremely violent, toward the 

oncoming Python to resist and go! 

 

Bang 

 

The sound of a dull crash is like thunder. 

 

Blood is pouring up. 

 

Ye Chen's body is directly hit to fly! 

 

But the python didn't respond! 

 

The scales on its surface are like armor! 

 



At this time, Chen Tianli stepped on a sword and suspended not far from ye Chen: "disciple, this Python 

is not a common python. It is called black explosive python. It is as firm as a rock. If your sword can be 

split, you can be taught excellent sword skills. If you can't split it, it means that you have no talent to 

learn those things. This is your test." 

 

"I'd like to remind you that the first two swords of the broken sky sword can't be broken by this black 

explosive python. You can do it yourself." 

 

Before Chen Tianli finished speaking, the black explosive Python rushed to Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen frowns tightly. Can't the first two swords be broken? 

 

How could it be! 

 

Ye Chen doesn't believe in evil, condenses his true Qi, and will raise his sword directly! 

 

The whole body is vigorous and vigorous! 

 

The roar and concussion made a powerful momentum soar into the sky. 

 

The wind swept, the sun and the moon faded. 

 

This momentum, extremely terrible! 

 

Even the moment of explosion, people suffocate. 

 

In this murderous atmosphere, it seems to feel the solidification of heaven and earth, as if turned into a 

Shura hell. 

 

Then, ye Chen did not hesitate to chop down a sword! 



 

"Breaking the sky sword means the first sword, Qianlong cuts the sky!" 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The powerful sword Qi is as long as 100 meters, and the lake surface will be split into two parts by Ye 

Chen! 

 

Finally, he cut the black explosive Python's body! 

 

I thought it would turn into a blood mist, but I didn't expect that the sword meaning just left a shallow 

scar on the animal's body surface! 

 

Not much blood! 

 

Is the scale of the black explosive Python made by foreign dark iron? 

 

Not yet wait for ye Chen to react, a burst of roar, black explosion crazy Python crazy toward Ye Chen! 

 

Speed and its huge body is not the same, too fast! 

 

Fast to Ye Chen can't react at all!"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen's body was hit on the spot! Spit out a mouthful of red blood! 

 

What a shock! 

 

Chen Tianli looked at it with interest: "this black explosive Python can't be underestimated. It's far 

superior to the real Yuan state. If you don't get serious, you may become the food of the black explosion 

python. It's not impossible." 



 

"Of course, it's the best way to practice sword. It depends on how you control it." 

 

Ye Chen steadies his body, condenses his true Qi, and steps on the water, looking serious to the 

extreme! 

 

But soon, the black explosive Python came again! 

 

Roll the wind and the lake! A hundred feet of huge waves, extremely frightening! 

 

Ye Chen has seen each other's ferocity and Chen Tianli's warning. He doesn't dare to take it lightly and 

chop it with a sword! 

 

As the sword swept out, the curtain of sword became one. 

 

Endless sword light, turned into rain, crisscross, like a net, toward the black explosion crazy Python 

swept away. 

 

Seeing the endless blue sword light, just like a net sweeping across the sky, the black explosive Python 

roared loudly. 

 

Ye Chen's killing heart is obvious! 

 

But how can black explosive Python be willing to be captured? 

 

Bursts of fire broke out all over the body, like dragons and snakes, tearing away towards the net of 

heaven and earth. 

 

Ding Ding Ding! 

 



It was just a moment, and the piercing roar continued to explode. 

 

Two forces, in this lake wound, continuous collision, friction, issued bursts of harsh roar. A strong 

resistance came, forcefully blocked the castration of Ye Chen's sword! 

 

"Kill!" 

 

A roar, ye Chen crazy mobilization of internal energy. 

 

A sword like crazy chop, Mars array! 

 

But it doesn't work! 

 

The black explosive Python is like a steel body! 

 

"It seems that we can only use the third sword! Now the Qi in your body is still sufficient, and you should 

be able to exert it 

 

Hua Hua Hua 

 

Urged by Ye Chen, the remaining Qi in his body is like a torrent. 

 

The blood dragon in the body is crazy to rush out of the body! 

 

Not only that, but also this life talisman is directly sacrificed! 

 

This moment Ye Chen is strong to the extreme! 

 

His mind seemed to be haunted by the words of killing Daojun. 



 

"The third sword, the sword cuts through the eight wastelands! This sword is the essence of breaking 

the sword of heaven, and it is also the most difficult way to practice. This move is cultivated to a great 

success. Under one sword, it integrates the profound meaning of heaven and earth. It contains 

thousands of changes, and it can't go against any disadvantage and break through without firmness! The 

eight barrens are shaking 

 

He closed his eyes and clasped the sword in his hand. 

 

Boom 

 

Finally, the deepest part of the body seemed to burst out. 
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With a burst of roar, ye Chen's body is like the beginning of the universe! 

 

His sword is like a long awakened dragon. In a burst of roar, his sword comes out in a roar! 

 

Hum 

 

Just for a moment, with the injection of this energy, ye Chen's soul sword suddenly vibrated. 

 

The light burst into the sky like a burning sun. 

 

Wow 

 

A stream of sword Qi condensed into essence. 

 



The essence of sword Qi! 

 

"How could..." 

 

Watching Ye Chen burst out such an amazing momentum, feel Ye Chen's terrible killing machine at the 

moment, Chen Tianli, watching the war, widened his eyes! 

 

He just wanted to try Ye Chen's sword technique with the help of the beast. 

 

But I didn't expect Ye Chen to sacrifice the third sword of breaking Heaven Sword! 

 

This time the momentum and strength of Ye Chen burst out, earth shaking. 

 

In this breath of terror, the black explosive Python only felt suffocated. 

 

The huge crisis, like the waves, will instantly devour the black explosive Python! 

 

"The sword cuts through the eight wastelands!" 

 

Language falls, ye Chen's sword actually formed a hundred long sword! 

 

The sword wound around him! 

 

The fierce blood light turns into a blood dragon in the sky, and the brilliant dragon power shines on the 

world. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen's heart trembled, and felt a kind of prestige which was hard to erase. 

 

"Split it for me!" 



 

With a roar, he hoarded all kinds of swords and rushed away. 

 

Dang Dang Dang!! 

 

Hundreds of swords converged into a torrent, hitting the black explosive Python! 

 

The black explosive Python and the sword stream hit each other, and a large number of dark ripples 

burst out. The water surface directly split, and the rock solid body of the black explosive Python directly 

split! 

 

Its eyes are full of reluctance! 

 

Blood burst out! 

 

The whole lake is like blood in an instant, and is completely dyed red! 

 

"Lying trough!" 

 

Ye Chen was completely frightened by the scene in front of him! 

 

That's too damn scary! 

 

Is this the power of sword to cut through the eight wastelands? 

 

Chen Tianli's body fell down and was suspended above the water. 

 

He nodded with satisfaction: "worthy of the selection of the reincarnation cemetery, really good." 

 



"The meat of the black explosive Python is a great tonic for practitioners. Even in Kunlun, it is valuable 

and has no market. Once you take it, your body will be the same. It is very difficult to break the sword 

and strength." 

 

"It's the freshest state now. You can eat as much as you can, and if you can't finish it, you will be thrown 

into the samsara cemetery." 

 

Ye Chen looks at the floating black explosive Python on the water. The scene is a little disgusting, but 

after thinking about it, he still does it. 

 

At one bite, he felt as if he were being burned by a flame. 

 

Second, his body gradually turned red, the water of the whole lake seemed to be blazing hot! 

 

I don't know how many mouthfuls, ye Chen feel his body flowing with a bright light. 

 

"Well, almost. You can take out the rest of the black explosive python. It's full of treasures." Chen Tianli 

ordered. 

 

The black explosive Python is covered with leather armor, which is completely removed by Ye Chen. 

Without hesitation, it is directly put into the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

And then the bones and muscles of the black explosive Python! 

 

A hundred feet long, thumb thick, crystal clear tendons, even more tough than leather armour, was 

forcibly extracted by Ye Chen and put into the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

Finally, the bones of the black explosive python. 

 

"This is snake gall!" 

 



When ye Chen peeled the black explosive Python completely, he saw a snake gall even bigger than his 

fist, and could not help but feel excited. 

 

The complete and incomparable snake gall can make people feel strong energy breath. 

 

"Snake gall is a great tonic, not to mention the gall of the black explosive Python?" 

 

Looking at the snake gall in front of you, ye Chen's breath seems to be in a hurry. 

 

Such snake gall, if you can take it immediately, is undoubtedly the best. 

 

Seeing ye Chen take out the snake gall, Chen Tianli nodded with satisfaction: "compared with the flesh 

and blood, this snake gall is the real treasure, but you'd better not eat it now. You can eat it when you 

are ready to break through. It will have miraculous effect." 

 

"Next, it's time for us to go there as well." 

 

Chen Tianli grabs Ye Chen, and they step on the flying sword. They go straight through the lake and 

come to an empty square! 

 

When ye Chen fell to the ground, he felt as if there was something in his body to rush out! 

 

"You have been here before." Chen Tianli said lightly. 

 

Ye Chen Mou son a congeals, subconsciously strides two feet toward the most central altar to walk! 

 

There are ancient words on the altar! 

 

There is a huge black stone tablet! 

 



He came to feel him! 

 

This is the deepest memory!When my grandfather brought him to Xiangjiang, it was this place! 

 

Ye Chen approached the altar step by step, and soon stepped into the steps and came to the altar! 

 

The black stone tablet on the altar has only two characters! 

 

Ye Chen! 

 

The word Ye Chen is engraved in ancient Sanskrit! 

 

It's his name! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen seems to have goose bumps all over her body. 

 

It seems that the stone tablet has a history of at least 1000 years. How could it have his name! 

 

Has there ever been a man named Ye Chen? 

 

No way! 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen noticed that there was a handprint on the black stone tablet! 

 

This fingerprint is very small! It's about the size of a two or three-year-old child's hand! 

 

Then, ye Chen's hand seemed to feel something, fiercely stretched out, touching the black stone tablet! 

 

At the moment when the fingerprints overlapped, the stone tablet burst into a dazzling light! 



 

The whole ancient square vibrated violently! 

 

It's like an earthquake! 

 

Chen Tianli frowned in the distance, as if he had found something extraordinary. He murmured: "it 

seems that the Ye family is not so simple Guard the samsara cemetery and arrange the overall situation 

for the ages. " 

 

"A hundred of us thought we chose Ye Chen, but we didn't expect that ye Chen's ancestors had already 

controlled everything. In fact, ye Chen chose us. It's interesting. It's really interesting." 

 

"Boom 

 

Loud noise! 

 

The stone tablet burst, rolling smoke, an old shadow emerged in front of you! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen held his breath! 

 

The old man is a bit like himself! 

 

It was the grandfather who brought him to jiangdaoshan! 

 

Stone tablet is a secret method, only handprint can open it! 

 

The old virtual shadow looked at Ye Chen, staring at him dead. After a few seconds, he was surprised 

and said, "are you chen'er? You really came to jiangdaoshan! " 

 



"Your strength It's a place of separation and separation! Good, good! It seems that the legend of the Ye 

family is true! " 

 

"Ha ha, this day, I have been waiting for a thousand years!" 

 

Ye Chen frowned, and his grandfather said he had been waiting for thousands of years? 

 

What the hell? 

 

According to his father, grandfather only lived about seventy years old. 

 

Where did the Millennium come from? 

 

In other words, the old man in front of him is not his grandfather at all? 

 

The old empty shadow seems to notice Ye Chen's doubts and smiles: "chen'er, there are some things I 

can't explain. I only ask you one thing. Have you opened the reincarnation cemetery?" 

 

Ye Chen a Zheng, quickly took out the black stone in the pocket! 

 

The black stone is suspended in the air, and the boundless breath is emitted from it! 

 

"Good, good! Heaven never dies, my Ye family 
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Heaven does not die my Ye family? 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are full of doubts. He can clearly feel the excitement of the old man's words in front of 

him. 

 

It's just a shadow. 

 

The key opponent even knows the reincarnation graveyard. 

 

Ye Chen hesitated for a few seconds, or asked: "are you my grandfather?" 

 

The old empty shadow touched his beard, and his eyes showed a trace of mystery: "it is." 

 

Is it? 

 

Ye Chen is more and more confused. 

 

What kind of relationship is it? 

 

Cang Lao Xu Ying didn't have any explanation. Instead, he asked, "what's the matter with Peirong and 

Tianzheng?" 

 

Hearing this sentence, ye Chen sighed a long, short story, and said the recent events. 

 

Old empty shadow brow more and more tight, even with a trace of anger! 

 

"Blood alliance, how reckless! Even my Ye family dare to take it away! Look for death 

 

"Chen'er, are you going to Kunlun next?" 

 

Ye Chen nods. 



 

Kunlun Xu will go anyway. 

 

Even if there is no father's business, he will go. 

 

It's time to take back some of my lost things. 

 

"Good! Chen'er, since you are going to Kunlun Xu, I should tell you something. " 

 

All of a sudden, the old virtual shadow noticed something, and his eyes were straight at Chen Tianli! 

 

When he saw Chen Tianli, his body trembled and murmured: "the legend is actually true!" 

 

Then he looked at Ye Chen and said excitedly, "the man in white robe is from the samsara cemetery? 

Come on! Tell me 

 

Ye Chen nodded. 

 

Cang Long Xu Ying clenched his fist and his eyes were full of blood! 

 

"Chen'er, I know that you have a lot of doubts in your mind now. You can open the reincarnation 

cemetery to prove that there is no mistake in the Ye family's ancestors' leaving things. This stone is 

actually a treasure handed down by the Ye family. At the beginning, countless people watched, and the 

Ye family almost fell apart." 

 

"But even after so many years, no one in the Ye family is qualified to open it!" 

 

"Do you know why?" 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head. How could he possibly know such a thing in ancient times. 



 

With a wave of the old shadow's big hand, the original broken black stone tablet condenses again! 

 

Only this time, a mural appeared on the stone tablet! 

 

The murals are lifelike! To some extent, as like as two peas of murals in the ancient city of Li Jia. 

 

"Chen'er, what can you see from the murals on the stone tablet?" 

 

The old empty shadow light way. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are slightly coagulated, and the murals above are simple. 

 

It seems that two extraterritorial meteorites landed! 

 

However, when it fell, it became a huge stone and stone tablet with simple lines! 

 

as like as two peas, the color and material of the boulders are almost the same as those of the black 

stone of Ye Chen. 

 

As for the content on the stone tablet, it is a picture in a picture. 

 

But when ye Chen saw the content of the above painting, his expression changed completely. 

 

Because the picture is actually a young man with a magic sword on his back, stepping on a nine day 

blood dragon on the sky. 

 

The eyes are indifferent, as if to see all the earth. 

 



The youth's body is surrounded by a stone with colorful light, which is the black stone in his hand! 

 

The burden of the samsara cemetery! 

 

This young man is himself! 

 

The old empty shadow continued to open his mouth: "you should see what, when the black stone fell, 

all the practitioners in a thousand miles from the square exploded and died! The sun and the moon are 

upside down, just like the end of the day. " 

 

"What's more strange is that the stone landed at the gate of my Ye family. Fortunately, the Ye family at 

that time had not yet stepped into the path of cultivation." 

 

"In addition to the inscriptions on the stone tablet, you may think that there are some inscriptions on 

the stone tablet, except for the inscriptions on the stone tablet, that is, the inscriptions on the stone 

stele may have no place but on the inscriptions." 

 

"Relying on foreign things, Ye's ancestors practiced very fast and their blood was awakened. The Ye 

family once became the first family in Kunlun. However, when things were extremely strong, they 

attracted countless powerful people to watch over them! Even some people in the Ye family betrayed 

the Ye family for profit! 

 

Finally, Ye's family fell apart! 

 

Speaking of this, there is a trace of helplessness in the eyes of the old man. 

 

"The strong members of the Ye family fought hard to resist, but eventually they went lonely. 

 

The ancestors of Ye family were killed mercilessly, and the things outside the territory were occupied by 

many clans and families in Kunlun 

 



"The huge stones were divided up and the stone tablets were taken away. Even the Ye family is still in 

name. Now only one of the Ye family's side members is struggling hard!" 

 

"But they never thought that the most important thing about the foreign things was the black stone in 

the middle! That's the stone in your hand. " 

 

Ye Chen Mou son tiny MI, pour is unexpectedly in ancient times still have such a thing. 

 

It turns out that the Ye family is not a small family.This may be one of the reasons why the Ye family 

finally took root in Jiangcheng in China. 

 

"Chen'er, things are not as simple as you think. Even though there are only Ye's relatives left in Kunlun, 

they can't be underestimated now." 

 

"Dozens of years ago, the xuye family of Kunlun was very strong, but no one but me adhered to the 

belief! The legend of the ancient times is no longer there. They regard the foreign things that fell outside 

the gate of Ye's house as evil things, but your name, in their eyes, is an evil spirit and a lonely star. " 

 

"The word Ye Chen has become a taboo of the Ye family, and it is also a set of rules. No children of the 

Ye family can have the word" Chen "from now on 

 

"They have always believed that the rise and fall of the Ye family is all due to this name." 

 

"At that time, I left the Ye family and came to Huaxia with Ye Tianzheng, your father, who was just 

born." 

 

"Set up your own door, take the Ye family in Jiangcheng as the starting point, and arrange the overall 

situation for the ages. According to the time, your generation is the reincarnation of destiny. Therefore, I 

named you ye Chen. According to the requirements of the stone tablet, I will give you the stone as a 

birthday gift. If you are really the person selected by heaven, the stone will be opened at the right time." 

 



"I don't know what's in this stone. I've studied the characters of runes all my life. At last, I learned from 

the back of the stone tablet that this stone can open up the reincarnation cemetery, and there is a great 

power in the reincarnation cemetery!" 

 

"Those who have the samsara cemetery will win the world!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart set off a tempestuous wave, can't think of, he is actually the most important chess piece 

in this eternal chess game. 

 

Why should ye's family be chosen for the key samsara cemetery? What's more, have you chosen 

yourself? 

 

He just wanted to ask something, the old virtual shadow said seriously: "chen'er, you don't have to talk. I 

don't have much time. I can't explain some things to you for the moment. Since you come here, it 

proves that the things behind the stone tablet are right!" 

 

"The stone tablet also tells a thing, the reincarnation cemetery and the potential of Kunlun Xu..." 

 

Before the words were finished, the whole square shook violently, with the altar as the center, and split 

in all directions! 

 

"No! If you leak the natural secrets, you will fall into a natural moat! Heaven forbids that secret to come 

out! " 

 

The old virtual shadow clapped on Ye Chen's body, and ye Chen was directly blown away by a force! 
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At the same time, the sky surging a terrible thunder robbery, directly toward the old virtual shadow! 

 



"Ye Chen, we will meet again. Before you go to Kunlun Xu, you must find an old man named Guo Haiyun. 

There is something in this old man that belongs to you. He is my best friend. Then..." 

 

The words haven't finished, thunder rob falls, empty shadow disappears completely. 

 

Even if ye Chen wants to help, it's too late. 

 

From the beginning to the end, Chen Tianli did not make any action. Some things were doomed to be a 

foregone conclusion. It was useless for him to force changes. 

 

Ye Chen let himself calm down, his mind is now in a mess, vaguely know some things. 

 

But these things are like the tip of an iceberg. He doesn't know what kind of giant things are under the 

iceberg. 

 

What's more, why does grandfather say they can see each other again? 

 

Can this technique leave two gods? 

 

While ye Chen was pondering, Chen Tianli came over and said, "there are some things that will be 

known only when you go to Kunlun Xu and find the person named Guo Haiyun." 

 

"The secret of the samsara cemetery, even the existence of my level, is very difficult to watch. At 

present, what you have to do is to strengthen yourself." 

 

"The stronger you are, the more powerful the reincarnation graveyard will be." 

 

Speaking of this, Chen Tianli thought of what, five fingers a grip, a jade pendant appeared in the palm of 

his hand, the jade pendant gently swung, and fell on Ye Chen's hand. 

 

The jade pendant is very simple, with six long swords carved on it. 



 

The back of the key jade pendant is engraved with four characters, Wan Dao Jian Zun. 

 

"Master, is this jade pendant for me?" Ye Chen has a wonderful way. 

 

Chen Tianli nodded: "you can stay with this jade pendant. When you are in crisis, go to a sect called 

wanjianzong. If you show this jade pendant, it will save your life." 

 

Ye Chen spent five years in Kunlun. Although he had no sense of existence, wanjianzong had heard of it. 

 

Although wanjianzong is not a top power in Kunlun, there are still some qualifications for the first level 

sect. 

 

It seems that Chen Tianli's departure during this period is for this matter. 

 

"Disciple, because of the essence of this period of time, I can't exist for long. It's quiet enough here. I'll 

teach you some sword skills." 

 

Chen Tianli walks to Ye Chen, and the sword box falls directly behind him. 

 

Six swords fly out together! 

 

Around Chen Tianli. 

 

"The most powerful sword skill you have now should be the idea of breaking Heaven Sword taught by 

the king of killing. The meaning of breaking Heaven Sword is good, but it's only three swords. Compared 

with the sword skills of wandaojianzun, these three swords are much worse. " 

 

"What is a sword? The sword not only represents killing and blood, but also represents calm and 

ethereal." 

 



"You'd better watch it!" 

 

At this moment, Chen Tianli descended to the earth like a God. His momentum was terrible! 

 

Boo Hoo Hoo! 

 

He held out his hand and held a blue sword directly! 

 

Step on the step, each step seems to contain a strong momentum. 

 

And then. 

 

With a sword, heaven and earth roar and all things die. 

 

Under the bright sword light, ye Chen can't even open his eyes. 

 

Boom! 

 

As if between, a powerful opportunity to trigger the sound of thunder burst, dark clouds rolling. 

 

Such a terrible move, let Ye Chen stare big eyes, a time unexpectedly can't say a word. 

 

He can't calm down! 

 

Who would have thought that Chen Tianli was so powerful? 

 

The sword is all over the square. 

 



Ye Chen clearly found that when Chen Tianli used the sword, he seemed to be integrated with the 

sword. 

 

The wind blows and the sword moves. 

 

The wind falls and the sword dies. 

 

Every sword seems random, but the strength is concentrated on one point! 

 

Don't say that he has accomplished in the separation and reunion realm. Even the strong people in the 

real Yuan state can't hold on! 

 

Is this the strength of Chen Tianli? 

 

At the end of a set of sword techniques, Chen Tianli looked at Ye Chen and said, "how much have you 

learned? Run my sword skill again!" 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a few seconds, nodded his head, opened his five fingers, and held it fiercely! 

 

"Soul sword, come on!" 

 

The light is shining, and the soul sword flies to Ye Chen's palm. 

 

He used his sword skills according to everything he remembered. 

 

I only remember about 80 percent. 

 

Even so, Chen Tianli was a little surprised. He didn't slow down just now. He could remember 80% of the 

time. He was already considered a monster. 

 



"It seems that this son became the owner of the samsara cemetery for no reason. The only drawback is 

that his cultivation is not enough to support his sword spirit. " 

 

"This cultivation and strength is enough to win in China, but it's not enough to see when you go to 

Kunlun." 

 

At this time, a light column rose from the north at the end of the square! 

 

Soul breaking Yang stone! 

 

Chen Tianli grabs Ye Chen and goes towards the end of the light column!"Disciple, the zhenhun Poyang 

stone is the ultimate goal of our coming in this time. Zhenhun sword and Poyang sword are two 

extremely strong array eyes of jiangdaoshan, guarding jiangdaoshan. The zhenhun Poyang stone under 

them is the source of energy. No matter what, the reincarnation cemetery must get it!" 

 

"What's more, what you need now is cultivation and breakthrough. Zhenhun Poyang stone can just help 

you." 

 

Language down, ye Chen only feel the wind around. 

 

In the blink of an eye, he came to the center of the beam. 

 

I saw a sword floating on the top of the light column! 

 

It's the broken Yang sword! 

 

What does zhenhun sword feel? It also rushes towards the sky! 

 

The two swords suddenly collided in the air, producing violent sparks. 

 

There is an old totem shining on the broken Yang stone of the soul under that light pillar. 



 

"Disciple, step on the soul breaking Yang stone, close your eyes, start to break through, and swallow the 

snake gall when necessary!" 

 

"I will guard everything for you! The next thing you have to do is break through the door! " 

 

"Think of the blood League and the strong Kunlun Xu, even if you are the first person in China, but the 

separation and separation environment is far from enough in Kunlun void!" 

 

Ye Chen sat cross legged, no longer hesitant, running nine days xuanyang Jue. 

 

His accomplishments soared. 

 

In the war with the guardian of China, his intention of breakthrough was extremely strong. 

 

But now in the light column, he felt the chill around him, and the chill went deep into his body, so that 

ye Chen remained awake and unaffected. 

 

The stone under me must be extremely precious! 

 

The mouth and nose are slightly open, and ye Chen's consciousness is completely immersed in the 

zhenhun Poyang stone. Between breathing and inhaling, the aura of heaven and earth pours into the 

mouth nose, and the turbid Qi is discharged from the body. 

 

The whole body pore all opens, ye Chen crazy urges every trace of energy! 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

This kind of cultivation lasted for unknown time. When the true Qi of the elixir field reached the 

perfection, ye Chen felt that he had reached the limit. 

 



Everything is ready, only the east wind! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkle. 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

Boom 

 

The true Qi in the body is like ten thousand horses galloping and roaring. 

 

Nine days xuanyang decided to move to the extreme, the blood dragon directly rushed out of the body, 

which made Ye Chen's whole body hot! Within the muscles and veins, the true Qi merges with the 

energy of zhenhun Poyang stone, and instantly turns into thousands of troops and horses, with 

momentum like a rainbow. 

 

I want you to break through the sky for a few times! Otherwise, you will not enter here 
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Break through the real world? 

 

Ye Chen heard Chen Tianli's words and twisted his eyebrows into a character of Sichuan. 

 

How could that be possible! 

 

He even thought Chen Tianli was crazy. 

 

He has just stepped into the separation and separation realm for a short time. He has only crossed a few 

of the nine small realms. 



 

There is still a lot of distance from the real world! 

 

If you want to cross a small realm, it's hard to go to the sky! 

 

Not to mention the grand realm! 

 

Many of those strong people in Kunlun Xu may not be able to enter Zhenyuan realm in their whole life! 

 

But now, Chen Tianli actually wants him to break through the real yuan realm before he can go out? 

 

"Concentrate on breaking through, the soul breaking Yang stone is not as simple as you think!" 

 

"This is a great opportunity in Kunlun. Originally I wanted to moisten the samsara cemetery with the 

energy in it. Now I have changed my mind." 

 

"All you have to do is focus." 

 

With that, Chen Tianli said nothing. 

 

Even as if dissipated between heaven and earth. 

 

"Good!" 

 

Ye Chen has felt the breakthrough in his body, strong to the extreme! 

 

Think of this side, no longer hesitant, a light hum Ye Chen wrist a turn, that a snake gall appeared in Ye 

Chen's palm. 

 



This will be the most needed resource for ye Chen. 

 

This snake gall will become the cornerstone for ye Chen to step into the true yuan realm! 

 

Between mouth opening, drop a piece of snake gall into the mouth and swallow it in the abdomen. 

 

Impact on the road of the real yuan realm, completely open! 

 

He can't break open, try to know! 

 

Boom 

 

The true Qi in the body is like ten thousand horses galloping and roaring. 

 

Nine days xuanyang decided to move to the extreme. Within the abdomen, the energy from snake gall 

makes Ye Chen's whole body hot! Within the muscles and veins, the true Qi fuses with the energy of 

snake gall, and instantly turns into thousands of troops and horses, and its momentum is like a rainbow. 

 

It has to be said that the energy contained in snake gall is really terrible! 

 

Ye Chen only swallowed less than a third, but the energy was almost tearing his body apart. 

 

Every piece of flesh and blood, every skeleton, seems to bear the burning fire, making Ye Chen look 

ferocious. Under the impact of the majestic energy, the pain can be imagined. 

 

If ye Chen had not been tempered by the energy of the more domineering zhenhun Poyang stone, he 

was afraid that he would take the snake gall. Under the impact of this energy, he would have gone 

beyond the limit and his body would have collapsed! 

 

He can still hold on. 



 

However, ye Chen did not continue to venture! 

 

Under the body, the cold breath from the zhenhun broken Yang stone makes Ye Chen's mind clear and 

incomparable. 

 

"Now!" 

 

Finally, when the ninth week of the nine day xuanyang decision was completed, ye Chen's heart jumped 

and his face was solemn. 

 

Right now! 

 

"Go 

 

Think of this side, with a light hum, ye Chen body momentum burst out. 

 

Boom 

 

Strong air waves roll, the whole square in the wind howling. 

 

Ye Chen's clothes, dancing in the strong wind, crackling. And ye Chen, at this moment into the center of 

the storm! 

 

The majestic energy rushes into the elixir field, and suddenly comes the sound of surging waves. 

 

Under the strong energy impact, the whole elixir field seems to be about to explode. 

 

Clenching his teeth, ye Chen did not dare to be slighted. 

 



This is the most critical time. 

 

If there is a slight carelessness, in an instant, you may die! 

 

At least, it is impossible for him to succeed in the road of martial arts. 

 

How dare Ye Chen be careless? 

 

So, even though the pain of tearing heart and lung came, ye Chen didn't even dare to hum. 

 

Have to say, at this moment, ye Chen under the town soul broken Yang stone played a huge role! 

 

A trace of cold air into Ye Chen's body, help Ye Chen paralysis nerve, help him to maintain a calm heart. 

 

At the same time, in the deepest part of the body, the samsara cemetery sends out a warm current to 

help Ye Chen constantly protect his mind from accidents. 

 

Two pronged approach, ye Chen's situation finally gradually stabilized. 

 

That barrier is completely broken! 

 

A small realm, easy to break open! 

 

The second small realm is still broken! 

 

…… 

 

Soon, ye Chen crossed to the eighth floor of the clutch! 

 



Even breaking through the ninth floor! 

 

The huge waves swept the world. 

 

A roar, like thunder. 

 

As if the tsunami broke out, the terrible energy rushed at the edge of Ye Chen's body, making the world 

in Ye Chen's body turbulent. 

 

Qi and blood rolling, ye Chen is almost spewing out a mouthful of blood. 

 

His mind flashed countless pictures! 

 

Think of the Yunhu villa massacre, think of the five years of Kunlun Xu, sarcasm!Even more thought that 

he was rejected by hundreds of followers! 

 

Because he's van Gogh! 

 

He even denied himself countless times. If it was not for the old man's advice, his life would be gloomy! 

 

Besides, his father is still in Kunlun Xu! 

 

When he left the capital, he promised his mother to take his father back! 

 

Blood alliance is very powerful in Kunlun void! It's really hard for him to save his father in the separation 

and separation area! 

 

Only strengthen yourself! 

 

Open more power! 



 

There will be a turnaround! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are red, endless anger is burning! 

 

"The ninth floor of the clutch zone!" 

 

With a roar, just break open! 

 

But ye Chen also spits out a mouthful of blood! 

 

Chen Tianli on the sky looked at Ye Chen's appearance, and his eyes narrowed slightly: "disciple, the 

tomb owner of the samsara cemetery is to do something that others can't do. It may take several 

decades for ordinary people to step from the separation and separation to the real world, but you can 

only do it in one day." 

 

"Your training time is too short. It's only five years, but it's not too late! With your talent and chance, it's 

enough! " 

 

"Only by being powerful can you save us a hundred people." 

 

"It seems that we are helping you, but you don't know that we are helping ourselves! You are the only 

one who can resist that power... " 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Beijing, Jiangjia. 

 

There was something dignified about the anger. 

 



Mr. Jiang stood with excitement on his face. 

 

Beside him stood Jiang Jianfeng and Jiang Wentian, who came back from Kunlun Xu. 

 

Not far from him were some old men. 

 

The breath is misty and the posture is outstanding. 

 

Just a look, let all the strong people in the Jiang family dare not say a word! 

 

These old men are the elders of the clan of Kunlun Xu! 

 

This time I came to China to select a new group of talents to enter Kunlun Xu! 

 

The elder in the middle glanced at Mr. Jiang and said in a cold voice, "I heard that there are still a group 

of talented people in the Jiang family? We may as well bring it out to us. If there are real talents, we are 

willing to provide a platform for them. " 

 

"Wentian has been taken away by us for such a long time. Now you can see that it is enough for your 

Jiang family to win the first place in China. Although our clan is not a top sect in Kunlun, it is not easily 

shaken by others. 

 

Don't talk much nonsense. Bring people out. " 

 

The elder who spoke was Ren Qiyun, an elder of luojianzong. He was specially responsible for finding 

new talented disciples for the clan. 

 

There are a lot of talents buried in this world. Once there was a talented young man in the capital of 

China who stepped into Kunlun Xu, and now he is the leader of a clan! 

 

Talent against the sky, strength determined! 



 

The purpose of Ren Qiyun is to find such existence for the clan! 
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After hearing this, Mr. Jiang looked at Jiang and asked the sky. Then he said to Ren Qiyun, "yes, yes, 

elder Ren. I will bring people here." 

 

Not long ago, a dozen people appeared in front of Ren Qiyun! 

 

These people are the talented young generation of Jiang family! 

 

Even tested with the machine, talent is not bad! 

 

Some of them even have spiritual roots! Although it can't compare with the spirit root of Jiang Peirong, 

it's rare. 

 

Ren Qiyun and the other elders glanced at the dozen people. Their eyebrows were wrinkled and they 

said in a cold voice: "is this the genius of your Jiang family? Hum! A group of crooked melons and 

cracked jujubes are still trying to join us? " 

 

"None of them is qualified!" 

 

Their attitude is extremely tough! 

 

You can't be careless in accepting students! 

 

This group of guys in front of the key let them down! 

 



Hearing this, Mr. Jiang's expression was stifled and his face was very ugly! 

 

Who could have thought that so many people have not entered the eyes of these adults! 

 

Can only one of Jiang's family go out and ask the sky? 

 

At this time, the old man Jiang suddenly thought of a cold and arrogant youth, ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen is the most evil person he saw in his lifetime. Can this guy get into the eyes of these adults? 

 

Unfortunately, ye Chen is not the Jiang family. 

 

Ren Qiyun asked the heaven again to Jiang: "ask heaven, I came here for your face, but the talent and 

spiritual roots of these people are too rubbish to enter the sect." 

 

"Well, let's go. Let's go to Jiangnan province. It's said that abnormal phenomena have broken out in 

Jiangnan Province recently. There should be a genius coming out." 

 

Ren Qiyun and the other elders were just about to leave. Jiang Wentian quickly arched his hands and 

said, "to tell you the truth, there is still one person in the Jiang family who is born against heaven! I 

can't, and she wants to enter Kunlun Xu! Please wait a moment 

 

"Oh?" Ren Qiyun took a look at the river and asked the sky with great interest. He said lightly, "in this 

case, bring people up." 

 

"Good." 

 

Jiang Wentian went out towards the outside. Soon, he took a woman to the Jiangjia hall! 

 

When this woman appeared, all the people in the Jiang family were stunned! 



 

Nobody thought it would be Jiang Peirong! 

 

The Linggen genius who once made a stir in China! 

 

"Ask God, are you..." Mr. Jiang's expression was a little surprised. 

 

"Dad, this is Pei Rong's choice." Jiang asked the sky, and her eyes narrowed slightly. 

 

Jiang Peirong stepped out and bowed her hands to Ren Qiyun and other elders and said, "Jiang Peirong 

has met all the elders." 

 

But the answer was quiet. 

 

Generally speaking, the students who accept disciples from outside are under the age of 20. If their 

talent is good, they can also be considered at the age of 30. 

 

But the woman in front of her is obviously over forty! 

 

Once people miss the best training time, it is very difficult to go further! 

 

However, Ren Qiyun also found the spirit of Jiang Peirong. 

 

Although it is not rich, it is already the top spirit root in China. 

 

This kind of person, if you start to practice from a young age, and then cooperate with Tiancai Dibao, 

you are definitely a strong one! 

 

Jiang Wentian saw the hesitation of several elders, and even said: "elder, my sister's talent was 

discovered by the strong Kunlun Xu at the beginning. She wanted to take her into Kunlun void, but she 



was rejected by my sister, which missed the best training time. However, such talent, coupled with my 

sister's diligence, can certainly make some contributions to the sect and ask the elder to complete it." 

 

After a few seconds, Ren Qiyun took a sip of tea and said, "ask God, it's not that I don't want to accept 

this girl, but the age of this girl As you know, almost all the new disciples of the clan are less than 30 

years old. This daughter is already in her early 40s. Even though she has excellent talent, some things 

are late. Her true Yuan state and mind wandering state in her whole life are probably the ceiling of her 

cultivation. " 

 

"I want to be a disciple of the sect No consideration. " 

 

When the last sentence fell, the whole Jiangjia was petrified. 

 

Don't think about it! 

 

This is the attitude of this group of people! 

 

Just because of his age, he vetoed a man who once had a great talent! 

 

Who could have thought of it! 

 

Jiang Peirong's eyes are firm! She regretted that she had given up her practice and missed the best 

opportunity of her life! 

 

Even if the talent is strong, it is too late! 

 

But if she can't get into Kunlun Xu, what should ye Tianzheng do? 

 

Yes, ye Chen, but as a mother, she really doesn't want her children to get hurt and take risks. 

 

Even if she is a woman, she wants to protect her children and her husband from the wind and rain! 



 

"Elder, I really want to enter Kunlun Xu! Please think about it again, and I will prove it with my actions! " 

 

"My husband was taken away by the blood alliance. If I don't enter Kunlun Xu, I'll be in trouble all my 

life!" 

 

Jiang Peirong is going to kneel and beg for help! But it was stopped by Jiang Wentian.Jiang Wentian said 

to Ren Qiyun, "elder Ren, I don't have zongmen contribution points. As long as I can let Peirong enter 

the sect, I'm willing to take out all the contribution points, and please complete them." 

 

Ren Qiyun stared at Jiang Peirong with burning eyes, and suddenly said, "you said your husband was 

taken away by Xuemeng? Did you enter Kunlun Xu for revenge 

 

Jiang Peirong thought she had a chance and nodded repeatedly: "exactly! Elder Ren, as long as I can 

enter the sect, I'm willing to be an ox and a horse. " 

 

Suddenly, Ren Qiyun laughed and stood up and walked outside. 

 

All of us were confused and didn't know what Ren Qiyun meant. 

 

"Elder Ren..." 

 

Just as Jiang Peirong was about to ask, Ren Qiyun stopped and waved his sleeve: "no matter what, you 

can't enter this sect! You are not qualified! What's more, if you have a grudge with the blood League, 

you may do something unfavorable! " 

 

"This clan is not your tool for revenge! Not to mention the blood alliance 

 

"As for your husband, since he has been taken away by the blood League, he is estimated to be almost 

dead. You should not enter Kunlun void, otherwise, you will only be killed!" 

 



"A few decades ago, you may be a genius, but after a few decades, you are no different from a mole ant 

or a waste in my eyes." 

 

"Missed the opportunity, you still want me to give you extravagantly?" 

 

"Women like you are really cheap." 

 

The words are merciless! 

 

Indifference and disdain! Too obvious! 

 

All the people present don't know another identity of Ren Qiyun! 

 

He is also a member of the blood League! 

 

It's just that it was planted in another sect decades ago, just to obtain the supreme martial arts and 

secrets of other sects! 

 

The force of blood alliance is like a blood sucking insect, mercilessly absorbing everything of Kunlun! 

 

It's far more terrifying than anyone else knows. 

 

Jiang Peirong clenched her fists, and some blood oozed from her palms. 

 

"Even if the elder's status is noble, he is not qualified to insult me." 

 

"Don't join the clan!" 

 

"But I have to say, my husband is not dead! The blood alliance is not qualified to move my husband. If he 

dares to move, he will surely perish! Although I miss the best training time, I still have my son 



 

"He is my pride! As a mother, I firmly believe that he will set foot on Kunlun Xu and destroy the blood 

League gangsters! " 

 

Jiang Peirong's voice is resounding. 
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When Ren Qiyun heard Jiang Peirong say such words, he turned around and stepped out step by step! 

 

Come directly to Jiang Peirong! 

 

Five fingers open, clasped Jiang Peirong's neck! 

 

As long as he tries hard, the woman in front of him will die! 

 

"I can understand that you are questioning me? I want to kill you now, easy! I don't even need to use my 

anger. " 

 

Ren Qiyun's voice shows a trace of invisible anger. 

 

The pressure swept towards Jiang Peirong like a storm. Although Jiang Peirong is very talented, she has 

just begun to practice! 

 

How could her body resist such a big shot! 

 

Her face was pale, but her eyes were full of stubbornness! 

 

Eyes staring at Ren Qiyun! 



 

"If you kneel down and apologize now, I can consider sparing your life!" 

 

There was no doubt in his tone. 

 

At this moment, the faces of all the people in the Jiang family changed greatly! 

 

No one thought that things would suddenly develop like this. How can Ren Qiyun change his face! 

 

Jiang Wentian didn't care about everything. He knelt down quickly and said to Ren Qiyun, "elder Ren, 

please calm down. My sister is a little ignorant. She bumped into the elder and asked elder Ren to let my 

sister go." 

 

Mr. Jiang and Jiang Jianfeng and others are also frozen expression, kneel down together! 

 

"My Lord, please calm down!" 

 

Master Jiang said to Jiang Peirong: "Peirong, you don't kneel down to apologize to the adults. These 

adults are big people from Kunlun! Never offend 

 

Although Mr. Jiang changed his outlook on Jiang Peirong because of Ye Chen, and even accepted Ye 

Chen's family, it was a big event at present! 

 

Once offended this elder, the consequence is unimaginable! 

 

What he can do is to keep Jiang Peirong at all costs! 

 

Even kneeling. 

 

All people's behavior did not change Ren Qiyun's attitude. 



 

His fingers were still there. 

 

Jiang Peirong's face gradually became slightly green. 

 

The feeling of suffocation is hard to be extreme! 

 

Ren Qiyun looked at the people kneeling in front of him, and his mouth showed a smile. He enjoyed this 

feeling very much. 

 

In Kunlun Xu, he may not be in charge of everything, but after coming to China, he is here! 

 

After hesitating for a few seconds, Ren Qiyun asked Jiang Tiandao: "ask God, I came to the Jiang family 

in your honor. It's a pity that not only these people let me down. Without the so-called talent, I can't 

explain to the patriarch. I'm not happy with your good sister's attitude 

 

"My identity should not have any fluctuation to this kind of mole ant, but I don't know why, I even want 

to kill this girl at the moment." 

 

Hearing this, Jiang Wentian's face changed greatly. He quickly took out a pill from his waist: "elder Ren, 

this pill was given to me by the master at the beginning. It is of great value. I am willing to exchange this 

pill for my sister's life! 

 

Please be merciful. " 

 

Jiang Wentian has no choice! 

 

This pill is so valuable that he can't bear to take it himself. Now he can only use it to give his sister a life! 

 

In fact, the whole thing is a little strange. Jiang Peirong's words are not improper. Although the tone is a 

little fierce, it is the blood alliance that insults her. Why is Ren Presbyterian so angry and even angry 

with a person who has just entered the practice? 



 

At the moment, he has no time and energy to think about it. 

 

Saving Jiang Peirong is the key! 

 

Ren Qiyun saw the pill in Jiang Wentian's hand, and his eyes shrank! 

 

Tianxuan elixir! 

 

There are no more than five of them, one of which is on Jiang Wentian! 

 

His other hand agglomerates the genuine Qi, directly absorbed the pill to the hand, nodded with 

satisfaction: "Tianxuan Lingdan for a cheap life, do you really want to?" 

 

Jiang Wentian did not dare to say no, only said: "this is dedicated to Ren elder, and only Ren elder is 

worthy of this pill." 

 

"You're smart, and that's one of the reasons I like you." 

 

"Well Elder Ren, can you let go? If you don't let go, my sister will really be unable to return to heaven... " 

 

Jiang Wentian looks at Jiang Peirong's suffocating face, full of heartache! 

 

Ren Qiyun glanced at Jiang Peirong, who held her throat. She sneered and drove off with her real spirit! 

 

Jiang Peirong was directly dumped by him! Even more heavily hit on the wall! 

 

"Bang!" 

 



The wall is broken, Jiang Peirong is spitting out a mouthful of blood! 

 

That is full of bloodshot eyes staring at Ren Qiyun! 

 

Ren Qiyun sneered: "don't look at me like this. If you want to get revenge, I'll do as you like these days. 

But next time I won't let you go. No matter who comes to ask for help, it's the same!" 

 

"People like you who boast of their talent and spiritual roots think that the whole world will revolve 

around you! But you don't know that your spiritual roots are not worth mentioning in Kunlun! " 

 

"And your child is your pride? One thing you may not know is that some of your spiritual roots are 

incomplete, that is, they can't be continued. If I'm not wrong, your children are afraid of some broken 

roots or ordinary roots. "Ren Qiyun still has this insight. After all, his job is to find talent for the clan. 

 

"Mr. Jiang, I would like to ask, what kind of spiritual root is this woman's child?" 

 

Ren Qiyun suddenly looked at Mr. Jiang and said. 

 

Mr. Jiang's eyes are a little lonely, although Ye Chen is very strong, but the results of the original 

detection is an indisputable fact. 

 

"Adult, Peirong's child was born and tested to be Fangen..." 

 

After hearing this, Ren Qiyun nodded with satisfaction and then looked at Jiang Peirong: "you see, I 

guess it's right. A cheap woman can only give birth to such rubbish. " 

 

Jiang Peirong said nothing! At present, her strength is not enough, and there is no reason to refute such 

a top-notch player! 

 

If you retort again, you will only embarrass your brother and Jiang family! 

 



The rage in her heart could only be suppressed! 

 

Ren Qiyun looked at the time and then said to Jiang Peirong, "OK, I'm in a hurry. If you kneel down and 

apologize, I'll consider letting you go. If it's not a pill for asking the sky, you might have been a corpse." 

 

Words fall, Jiang family is particularly quiet! 

 

But Jiang Peirong didn't mean to kneel down at all! 

 

She doesn't want to kneel! 

 

This is her dignity, more on behalf of her children's dignity! 

 

Once you kneel down, don't you admit that chen'er is a waste? 

 

Is it to compromise with the blood alliance that takes Tianzheng away? 

 

"If you want to kill, I won't kneel!" 

 

Jiang Peirong just bit her lips, word by word. 

 

"Hum! Some things can't be done by you! " 

 

Ren Qiyun snorted coldly, and the powerful pressure was released again! 

 

Jiang Peirong only felt two huge mountains on her shoulder, and she couldn't breathe. 

 

Her knees bent, and there was a click! 

 



If you don't kneel again, the consequences will be unimaginable! 

 

But the strong will was so hard supported by her! 

 

Jiang Jianfeng, Jiang Wentian, Jiang Laozi, and even everyone's heart is pounding! 

 

 


